WAGE-CUTS GROW THROUGHLAND

Boost and Build the Weekly Age!

New York in the Lead

Big Wheat Year in U.S.S.R.

Soviet World's Leading Wheat Producer, Out-Strips U. S. A.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture, in a release dated May 14, 1931, reports that the recent crop of wheat produced in the U. S. S. R. is the world's leading producer of wheat, out-stripping the United States for the first time. The report states that the U. S. S. R. has produced 75 million tons of wheat, while the United States produced 70 million tons. The Soviet Union's production was achieved through intensified cultivation methods and the use of modern technology.

International Chamber of Commerce Meets; Mellon Urges Wage-Cut Drive

Attempts to Salvage Capitalism: System in Crisis - Sharp Differences over Debt and Tariff Questions - But All Agree on Wage-Cut

WASHINGTON, May 14 (AP) — The recent crop of wheat produced in the U. S. S. R. is the world's leading producer of wheat, out-stripping the United States for the first time. The report states that the U. S. S. R. has produced 75 million tons of wheat, while the United States produced 70 million tons. The Soviet Union's production was achieved through intensified cultivation methods and the use of modern technology.

LAND TAX PASSES IN COMMONS

Swedish Measure Carries; Finland's Anti-Socialist Bill Dies

OSLO, May 15 (AP) — The Swedish measure to introduce a land tax passed in the Commons today, while Finland's anti-socialist bill died in the Commons. The Swedish measure aims to redistribute land among the populations, while the Finnish bill was defeated due to its socialist proposals that were not supported by the opposition parties.

LENT WING ATTACKS BURGOCRATS AND PRESENTS PROGRAM AT W. C. MEEf

Committee of Left Branches Calls for Militarist Policy on Unemployment, Foremen-Bear, Unions; Appeals for Defense of Soviet Union

A resolution was passed at the meeting of the Committee of Left Branches calling for a militarist policy on unemployment, foremen-bear, and unions. The committee also appealed for the defense of the Soviet Union, proposing measures to strengthen the nation's defenses and to improve its economic conditions.

LOVESTONE MEET IN BOSTON

Over 50 Hear Report On World Crisis and C. I.

More than 50 workers, members of their local working class, attended a meeting in Boston today to discuss the world crisis and challenges faced by the working class. The meeting was organized by the Communist Party and focused on the need for unity among workers and protection of their rights. The speakers emphasized the importance of solidarity and cooperation among workers to overcome the crisis.
Resolution on the General Line and Inner-Party Course of the C.P.S.U.

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union...

In the Communist Party

The Balance Sheet of Failure

In the May Day document...

Workers' Bookshelf

1918 MARXIAN THEORY OF THE STATE
by Karl Marx...

The Black Worker

1918 SHORT STORIES OUT OF SOVIET TOWN...
by I. Khodanovsky...

CAPITAL
by K. Marx...

The Bankruptcy of Christian Supernaturalism
by E. H. Gurney...

LABOR LEADERS RETRAY
by Allen S. Frances...

ECONOMIC LIFE OF SOWIET RUSSIA
by L. B. H delivering...

REVOLUTIONARY AGE

JAY LOWESTONE

A Program for Militant Struggle

CAMP SOLIDARITY

RAMSEY, N. J. Foot of Rancam Hills

CAMP SOLIDARITY

JAY LOWESTONE -- AProgram for Militant Struggle for the American Labor Movement

FRIDAY MAY 25--3 P.M.

LOST IN TEMPLE

Aground C.P.U.S.A. (Major Group)

Admission: 15 cents

THE MILITARY WORKERS NEED UNITY!

LETTER OF MILITARY WORKERS' COMMITTEE

The situation is such that in the military workers' ranks there is an increase in the sense of discipline and consciousness of the need to defend the revolution...
An Appeal for a United Front

The 'Socialism' of Norman Thomas

by Ben Gitter

The Cookbook

A Lecture Course

"The Socialist Trade Union Policy"

by Jack Rubenstein

The Wrecking Course Proceeds!

The Crisis in the "Laisse"

From the Declaration of the Lithuanian Opposition Communists
The Crisis and the Workers

The Social and Economic Consequences of the Crisis

by Jay Lovestone

(Congressional forum last hour)

Community expressions of the last hour.

This week's events have been unprecedented. The economic crisis has brought the American working class to the brink of revolution. The trade union movement has been transformed in a few weeks from a walk-out strike to a mass strike. The strike was called by the United Mine Workers in West Virginia, and it is supported by the miners in all parts of the country.

The strike has been led by the miners' unions, but it is supported by the workers in all industries. The strike is not just a protest against the high cost of living, but it is a protest against the way in which the capitalist system is being used to exploit the working class.

The economic crisis has exposed the weaknesses of the capitalist system. The strikes are not just a protest against the high cost of living, but they are also a protest against the way in which the capitalist system is being used to exploit the working class.

The strike has been led by the miners' unions, but it is supported by the workers in all industries. The strike is not just a protest against the high cost of living, but it is a protest against the way in which the capitalist system is being used to exploit the working class.